Deep Learning-based Tourism Recommendation System using Social Network Analysis
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Abstract

Numerous tourist-related data produced on the Internet contain not only simple tourist information but also diverse ideas and opinions from users. In order to derive meaningful information about tourist sites from such big data, the social network analysis of tourist keywords can identify the frequency of keywords and the relationship between keywords. Thus, it is possible to make recommendations more suitable for users by utilizing the clear recommendation criteria of tourist attractions and the relationship between tourist attractions. In this paper, a recommendation system was designed based on tourist site information through big data social network analysis. Based on user personality information, the types of tourism suitable for users are classified through deep learning and the network analysis among tourist keywords is conducted to identify the relationship between tourist attractions belonging to the type of tourism. Tour information for related tourist attractions shown on SNS and blogs will be recommended through tagging.
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1. Introduction

With the spread of the Internet, online data is growing exponentially over time. [1] In particular, the spread of portable devices such as smartphones and laptops has also influenced the development of Social Network Service (SNS), and users can share their current status, thoughts, and opinions more quickly anytime, anywhere. The increase of these data has led to the formation of big data, and the importance of analyzing it and processing it into meaningful information is also increasing. [2] While users' opinions were made through surveys or interviews in the past, they can process users' thoughts that arise in real-time, so they can quickly
reflect current trends. [3]

The system proposed in this paper is a recommendation system that recommends a preferred tourism type based on user information such as personality type using deep learning. Based on the recommended tourist spots by tourism type, images of tourist spots uploaded online are analyzed. Tourist information is recommended based on information typed by the user and tourism type by personality type classified by deep learning when the desired area is input. The region selected by the user is managed through the DB. When a user selects a tourist attraction from the list, the relevant keyword or tourist attraction image for the tourist attraction derived from social network analysis is recommended through tagging. [4]

Section 2 describes the definition of tourism types according to personality types through big data, social networks, and deep learning. Section 3 introduces the operation process by layer for data collection and analysis generated on SNS and blogs in a deep learning-based recommendation system. Section 4 actually constitutes a recommendation system that incorporates social network analysis. Section 5 describes the system summary and future research tasks.

2. Related Work

2.1 Big Data

Big data is a technology that processes large amounts of structured or unstructured data. These data are difficult to process with management tools such as existing DB. For this reason, it is important to express big data as meaningful information and analyze the results. [5] With the development of the Internet and SNS, a large amount of data has been produced, and that size is constantly increasing. The analysis of big data suggests the possibility of providing valuable information to all areas such as politics, society, economy, science, and enables personal information to be provided, managed, and analyzed. [6] Recently, various studies using big data such as emotional analysis and network analysis have been conducted through online reviews of tourist attractions. [7]

2.2 Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis is a methodology that explains the relationship between humans and social structures, such as the relationship between humans and society. [8] It is a technique to analyze the characteristics of the connection structure by visualizing the relationship between objects such as digitization, statistics, and graphs. As the relationship between objects has become complicated and sophisticated as technology has developed, it has become important to find the mutual relationship between objects. [9] Social network analysis is mainly used in social science fields such as psychology and business administration, but the development of SNS and the importance of big data are growing. It is currently used in various areas related to service delivery and is used as a technique to analyze the image of tourist attractions.

2.3 Definition of tourism type by personality type through deep learning

The tourism types are defined as shown in Figure 1, referring to the types of characteristics through deep learning in [10].
As shown in [10], MBTI information was divided into internal and external types, and the types of tourism were largely divided into cultural experience types, tourism resource types, events and event types, and tourism facilities. Based on the MBTI of the pre-populated user and the preferred tourist destination, deep learning defines the type of tourism that suits the personality type. The closer the value is to 1, the closer it is to that type. Introverted personality is closer to cultural experience and natural resource type, while outgoing personality is closer to event and tourism facility type. The learned results are stored in the tourist database and used as a recommendation criterion for tourist destinations.

3. Design of Adaptive Recommendation System

3.1 System Overview and Configuration

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the recommended system using deep learning and social network analysis. Each area is treated as a User Interface Layer Area that users faced, a Data Learning Layer Area that deep-learning personality types and tourism types, and a Social Network Analysis area that performs social network analysis through Web crawling, according to the role of the module. The User Interface Layer area consists of the Visualization portion of the visualizer area in which the user is serviced. The actual recommendation service is provided through the Data Management Manager of the Tourism Recommendation Layer. There is a Data Pre-Processing Service area that collects input data and a Data Post-Processing Service area that brings data queries and values from the DB. Recommended types of tourism according to personality types store the results from the Deep Learning Processor in the Placement Data DB based on information collected through the Type Collector of Type Learning Layer. The types and tourist sites stored in the Placement Data are analyzed in the Social Network Analysis Layer Area. The Web Crawling area of Social Network Analysis
Layer is responsible for crawling on web pages such as blogs and cafes on websites with tourist names. There is a Keyword Refinement Area that refines crawled information, and a Social Network Analysis Layer Area that analyzes the number, degree of connectivity, density, etc. mentioned among refined data. Finally, based on the analysis, it consists of a Keyword Tagging area, which allows users to tag according to the region.

### 3.2 Operation Process of Adaptive Recommendation System

![Figure 3. Tourism Recommendation System Flow](image)

Figure 3 shows the System Flow of the Tourism Recommendation System, and priorly learns the types of tourism by personality type through Type Learning Layer. After all, save personality type information in the Placement Data. To generate tagged information through social network analysis, the tourist site's name in the Placement Data will be moved to the Social Network Analysis Layer area through (a) and web crawling will proceed. Keyword refining, social network analysis, and keyword tagging work are carried out through (b), (c), and (d) processes. The finally tagged data is stored in the DB via (e). When the user enters the personality type information and desired area into Visualization via (1), it is passed to Data Processing Manager's Data Pre-Processing Service via (2). The forwarded data travels through (3) to the Data Post-Processing Service and access the DB through (4) to search for tourist attractions where the learned personality type is recorded. At this time, information on tourist areas and tagged information are brought through (5).

### 4. Applications

#### 4.1 Application of Tourism Recommended Systems

Figure 4 shows a system implementation plot for keyword analysis. Based on the data in Figure 2, the contents of deep learning are reflected in the tourism type classification. Tourist sites belonging to the type of tourism were used as keywords and crawled based on a total of 13 keywords, as shown in Figure 5. The period was set for a total of one year between January and December 2018. Crawling was targeted at Naver cafes and blogs. Due to the collection method of Naver, 1000 data were collected over the period. The crawled data was deduplicated based on URL links, and the same meaning but also the words used as duplicates were removed. Refining was carried out to remove unnecessary words due to the characteristics of the Korean language.
4.2 Social Network Analysis with tagging

Figure 6 shows the frequency and matrix of Namsan Tower, where the refining has been completed.

The matrix was constructed by the number of times mentioned, based on frequency. Major upper words related to tourist attractions are used as determinants of tourist images. The Namsan Tower, the name of the crawling tourist attraction, has the highest frequency, and Seoul and Namsan, the regions where the Namsan Tower belongs, have the next highest frequency.
Figure 7. The Namsan Tower's Social Network

Figure 7 shows a social network graph based on Figure 6. Keywords such as Seoul’s night view and photos, Seoul dates, landmarks, and 488 meters high represent the characteristics and images of Namsan Tower, while cable cars, Namsan libraries, and Dulle-Gil represent related tourist attractions near Namsan. Besides, tourist attractions in the same Seoul area, such as Gwang-hwa-mun, Itaewon, Gyeong-bok-gung, Cheong-gye-cheon, are also mentioned. Keywords related to tourist attractions are stored in the DB along with tourist attractions and used as information on the characteristics of tourist attractions.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a system for crawling tourism areas as keywords in a deep running-based recommendation system and tagging keywords related to tourist sites through analysis of tourism image using social network. Each layer consists of a Service Provisioning Layer, which handles user input, a Data Learning Layer, which deep-runs the user's personality type and tourism area, and a Social Network Analysis Layer, which cleans keywords by web crawling, analyzes social networks and tags them. The data that the web crawled the tourist site for the personality type previously processed by Data Learning Layer in Social Network Analysis Layer are generated using the frequency mentioned. The designed system features the following.

First, the existing deep learning-based recommendation system allows us to identify the characteristics of the region recommended by extracting keywords related to the region by analyzing the image of the tourist area through social network analysis. Second, the characteristics related to the region were tagged so that other tourist attractions related to the tourist attractions that users first recommended could also be recommended. Third, it is easy to maintain the system by modularizing the system.

In the future, the priority according to the frequency mentioned in the recommendation of tourist attractions should be applied to form a system that allows users to first recommend more tourist attractions, and the relationship between tourist attractions should also be analyzed to link tourist courses.
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